EDEN ON
THE SEAS
Amongst sheer luxury on the seas, you can also
experience the Garden of Eden aboard the
Celebrity Edge
- By Aruna Rathod
Celebrity Edge, the cruiseliner has introduced some amazing features
to making sailing on the high seas even smoother. Among the many
highlights of the cruise are - a ‘magic carpet’, which can be moved to
different heights; changed to different venues, setting the ambiance as
per the requirement; and ‘a room that lives’ called Eden Garden with
a variety of flora, art pieces and constantly changing views. Eden will
awaken every sense—taste, sight, sound, smell, and touch.
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Eden is a multi-level, architectural masterpiece developed in

Celebrity Edge introduces the industry-changing concept of

collaboration with Scott Butler, a founding partner of Wilson Butler

outward facing spaces designed to build a greater connection

Architects, award-winning architects for the arts, and Patricia

between you and the sea. Eden is the essence of this concept, a

Urquiola, world-renowned industrial designer, art director, and

true window to the world—literally. It is three levels of sensory

visual genius. Bright and airy, three stories of windows bring in

experiences completely wrapped in glass. Three stories of windows

the shimmering morning light and offer stunning views as far as

that look out to the ocean, with two areas of al fresco seating on

the eye can see.

both sides of Eden for breathing in the refreshing salt breezes.

Besides the unlimited entertainment, it has staterooms with Infinite

The Solarium is one of the most popular spots on every Celebrity

Veranda, where with the touch of a button, your entire living space

ship and in the Celebrity Edge, the Solarium has been reimagined

becomes the veranda, letting you walk right out to the water’s edge,

by celebrated architect Tom Wright, who used the ocean as his

remote control room lighting, multiple pool sides, special places

inspiration for this adults-only sanctuary.

for theatre shows, meetings, authentic masseuse services, special

Visit a Rooftop Garden while on the cruiseliner. Like a hidden

cuisines especially curated for the cruise and a promise to make
its vacationers explore the exotic locations of Europe like never
before, on a cruise.

pocket park in a bustling city neighbourhood, just that it happens to
be miles out at sea. This relaxed yet playful outdoor escape atop the
ship helps grown-up vacationers reconnect with their inner child,
and offers a place to slow down, daydream, and have some fun.
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